
Low Latency Query Responses Over 

Heterogeneous Data Systems



Polyglot Persistence

http://www.jamesserra.com/archive/2015/07/what-is-polyglot-

persistence/



Literature Review

• BigDAWG

location independence: where a query can be re-routed to the desired engine

semantic completeness: meaning a query can make use of all underlying database features

https://bigdawg.mit.edu/about



Literature Review

• Myria Polystore Architecture 

http://myria.cs.washington.edu/publications/myria-overview.pdf

• Apache Calcite

Apache calcite is a unifying framework for parsing and planning queries on different datasets. It allows 
for querying data which is resident in non-traditional databases through a SQL interface.

“Enhancements to the design of Calcite to further support its use a standalone engine, which would require a 
support for data definition languages (DDL), materialized views, indexes and constraints.” [5]

• Apache Kylin

Apache Kylin is an open source analytical engine that provides an SQL interface and analytics on 
Hadoop for large datasets. Kylin executes queries on pre-calculated cubes which are built offline [3].



Materialized View

• materialized view is a database object that contains the results of a query. It may be a subset of the 
rows and/or columns of a table or join result, or may be a summary using an aggregate function.



Support for Materialized View

Database Native View Support Native Materialized Views Support

Altibase Yes No

Apache Derby Yes No

ClusterixDB Yes No

DB2 Yes Yes

EXASolution Yes No

Firebird Yes No

H2 Yes No

Informix Dynamic Server Yes No

Ingres Yes No

InterBase Yes No

Linter SQL RDBMS Yes Yes

MariaDB Yes No

MaxDB Yes No

Microsoft SQL Server Yes Yes

MonetDB Yes No

MySQL Yes No

OpenBase SQL Yes Yes

Oracle Yes Yes

Oracle Rdb Yes Yes

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes

PostgreSQL Yes Yes

Raima Database Manager Yes No

SolidDB Yes No

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_relational_database_management_systems



Research Idea

“In a polystore environment, establish the feasibility of having a unifying framework that 
routes queries to materialized views which are stored, maintained and updated in a common 
persistent data store, to achieve low latency query responses”



• Materialized Views are pre-computed data in databases. Instead of computing query from scratch 
from the base tables, the database uses the results that have already been computed and stored. 
This helps in reducing the query latency response time which benefits various applications like 
analytical, data mining and web database caching.

Less physical reads

Less writes

Decreased CPU cycles

Faster response times

• “What is the hourly pick-up, drop-off of passengers?” “How do ridesharing providers like Uber affect 
taxis in certain places?” “Do passengers at the airport use more Uber or taxis?” “How long does it 
take to get to the airport from certain places?” “What is the average travel time between two 
places?” “How does weather effect taxis and Uber ridership?” “Do passengers pay with credit card 
or cash?” “Is Uber over taking taxis in certain places?” [6]

Key Idea



Architecture
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